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INTRODUCTION 
"Geographic information systems (GISs) are computer-assisted systems for the capture, storage, 
retrieval, analysis, and display of geographic data" [ Clarke 1986 ]. 
Geographic information systems are used in an ever growing range of applications, in government 
agencies such as the department of Lands and Survey and the Post Office, in local body 
organisations such as sewage, water, and power boards, and in the private sector. 
Ideally, most, if not all, of the information that users require would be stored in a GIS that is 
accessible to all users. Each user would be responsible for the integrity of its own contribution of 
geographic information to the system while having access to information provided by other users. 
For example, electric power boards would be responsible for accurately recording the location of 
underground and overhead power cables and would have access to the information recorded by the 
Post Office concerning the location of .telephone lines and the location of sewage and water 
networks provided by the local council. 
Such a global GIS would be a distributed system with the information for individual areas being 
stored locally. By localizing the information most frequently asked by users, to a particular county 
for example, the information can be retrieved without the transmission delay that is expected if a 
centralised GIS is being used. So, for example, the information for Christchurch would be stored 
in, or near, Christchurch rather than in a centralised GIS at Wellington. If at any time a user 
required information not kept locally it should be possible to retrieve it from the appropriate 
localized GIS through the connecting communication network. Powerful workstations like the Sun 
family are demonstrating that the hardware required for the envisaged distributed system is 
becoming increasingly accessible. 
The ease with which the idealistic concept is described and visualised above belies the substantial 
research required to transform such a concept into a practicable system. In particular research into 
distributed relational database systems with the facility to split relations horizontally. 
Peuquet proposed that the database management system be the core of a GIS [ Peuquet 1978 ]. 
Traditionally, there are three common data models used for storing and manipulating data, the 
hierarchical, network, and relational data models. The hierarchical model was used in the Polyvert 
vector model developed by Peucker and Chrisman [ Peucker 1975] and an evaluation of a network 
model for a GIS, using the Codasyl database management system is described by [Hagan 1981]. 
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The purpose of this project is to investigate the suitability of the relational data model in preference 
to either the hierarchical data model or the network data model. The reason for considering the 
suitability of a relational database management system is the great flexibility in the way attributes 
and entities can be merged to produce new entities and structures. This flexibility might be utilized 
to access geographic information stored in a distributed environment. 
Four applications of the relational data model [ Codd 1970] to geographic information are 
investigated: Beautiful by Warren Burton [ Burton 1979 ], a spatial data structure by Linda Shapiro 
and Robert Haralick [ Shapiro 1980], Geo-quel by Michael Stonebraker and Carol Williams 
[Stonebraker 1975 ], and the 12 structure by van Roessel et al [ van Roessel 1986 ]. 
This report is organised into four sections. The second gives a background discussion on models 
that are currently in use and new models that are proposed for future use. The third section 
discusses the 12 structure, while the fourth section examines the GEO-QUEL system, and describes 
an implementation based on this system. The final section draws conclusions from the experiences 
gained. 
2. Cartographic Data Structures 
This section provides an introduction to one component of a geographic information system, the 
geographic data structure. Much of the material for this section is based on a more detailed 
discussion by Peuquet [ P euquet 1984 ] . 
2.1 Geographic Data Attributes 
The spatial attributes of a data entity describe the topography of the entity, usually in terms of 
coordinates in two, or three, dimensions. Other attributes of a data entity, referred to as non-spatial 
attributes, describe what the entity represents. A point, for example, may be described by the 
non-spatial data as an oil well that has a bore depth of 2 kilometres. 
2 .1 .1 Spatial Attributes 
Spatial attributes describe the topographical aspects of entities. These aspects are the shape of the 
entity as seen on a visual display screen or plotter, the location of the entity in the geographic data 
space, and its relationship with other entities: 
1) What is to the left or right of an entity 
2) How far away it is from other entities 
3) What other data entities are contained within it 
The essential problem is to design a data model that efficiently represents these two or three 
dimensional entities and the relationships between them. 
2.1.2 Non-Spatial Attributes 
Non-spatial attributes are very much application-dependent. They can be any descriptive 
information that is required for an application (for example land-owner names, bore depths of 
wells, average rainfall per year, type of soil, etc). An important difference between spatial and 
non-spatial attributes is that non-spatial attributes are much easier to represent in a relational data 
model than the spatial attributes. One reason for this is that non-spatial attributes are usually 
independent of each other, whereas this is not always the case for spatial attributes. An example of 
this dependence in spatial attributes is the sequencing of points within a line, or the sequencing of 
lines in the boundary of a polygon. This dependence is discussed in more detail in section 3. 
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2.2 Spatial Data Models 
Vector and tessellation models are two basic types of spatial data models that have been evolved for 
the spatial component of a GIS. The vector model is often described in terms of a hierarchical 
structure since polygon boundaries can be described by a closed sequence of connected lines which 
in turn are described by a connected sequence of points (figure 2.1). 
The most well known type of tessellation model is the grid or raster representation. While this 
model normally employs a square grid, it may also be based on any other pattern of a regular 
polygon or polyhedron such as a triangle or a hexagon. The geographic data space is divided into a 
regular mesh of either squares, triangles, or hexagons and data is stored for each cell of this mesh. 
It is important to observe that in the vector model, data is stored for an e11tity (either a point, a line, 
or a polygon) whereas in a tessellation model data is stored for each cell of the mesh. The 
following two subsections examine these two models in more depth. 
2.2.1 
· Figure 2.1 
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Vector Data Models 
The least structured of the vector data models is known as the 'spaghetti model'. Each entity in the 
geographic data space is defined as a sequence of x, y coordinates; with no spatial relationships 
being retained. Topological models evolved to record these spatial relationships by explicitly 
recording adjacency information such as what polygons are either side of a line and the start and 
end points of a line. Figure 2.2 is a diagrammatic example of a vector model. 
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Figure 2.2 
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1 1, 2, 3 1 2,3 
2 2,6,5 
3 3,4,5 
2 3,5,6 5 5,9 
6 3, 7, 8, 9 
A particularly well known GIS built around the topological model is GBF/DIME (Geographic Base 
File/Dual Independent Map Encoding) model used by the U S Census Bureau. An important 
addition made by this system to the topological model was the explicit assignment of a direction to 
each straight line segment by recording a from-node and a to-node with the coordinates (nodes are 
the start and end points of a line segment). The resulting directed graph is used to automatically 
check the integrity of the information stored by 'walking' around polygon boundaries. When it is 
not possible to return to the starting point of the walk either a line segment is missing or a node 
identifier is incorrect. 
The main drawback to the GBF/DIME model, as with the previous two models, is that line 
segments are not stored in any sequence, which means that, to retrieve the line segments that define 
the boundary of a polygon, an exhaustive search of the data is required to find each line segment. 
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POLYVRT (Polygon converter), developed by Peucker and Chrisman [ Peucker 1975] resolved 
the problems of inefficient retrieval with these previous models by storing polygons, lines, and 
points separately in a hierarchical data structure. The advantages of doing so are two-fold. First 
the use of a hierarchical structure allows for entities to be constructed using other entities. For 
example, the boundary of a polygon may be a road. The road is an entity on its own but it is also 
used as a component of the polygon. 
The second advantage of the hierarchical structure is that it reduces the information into levels of 
detail resulting in the selected retrieval of information specific to a query. If a request is made for a 
list of polygons adjacent to a given polygon, it is necessary only to retrieve information describing 
which polygons are to the left and to the right for the lines defining the boundary of the given 
polygon. The coordinate data is retrieved only when these polygons have to be plotted or 
displayed. 
Chain encoding is a method for coordinate compaction and it is considered in this section because it 
is frequently an integral part of the vector and tessellation models discussed here. Freeman -
Hoffman chaincodes [ Freeman 1974] consist of 8 directional codes between O and 7. The codes 
are assigned to the cardinal points of a compass plus the diagonals as shown in figure 2.3, and are 
used to encode line data super-imposed on a grid of given unit resolution. Figure 2.4 demonstrates 
this by encoding a polygon. 
Figure 2.3 
Freeman - Hofman chaincodes 
3 2 1 
4 0 
5 6 7 
Special coding sequences can be incorporated to identify special topological situations such as the 
intersection of lines and to further compact a sequence of repeated direction codes. Many variations 
of the chain coding scheme have been presented. The use of four, sixteen or thirty-two direction 
codes, rather than the eight, on a square has been suggested [ Freeman 1979] as well as the use of 
a hexagonal rather than a square lattice [ Scholten 1983 ] . 
1:.:_·, 
1~ 
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Figure 2.4 
The encoding of a polygon boundary using Freeman-Hoffman chaincodes 
One final variation is a scheme by Burton [ Burton 1979 ]. Unlike Freeman-Hoffman chaincodes, 
where a directional code describes the next step of the vector from the position in which the 
previous directional code finished, the scheme suggested by Burton proposes that a directional code 
is not necessarily dependent on the previous code in the sequence. 
2.2 .2 Tessellation Data Models 
Regular tessellation models (Figure 2.5) divide the geographic data space into a mesh of either 
square, triangular, or hexagonal cells. Non-spatial attributes describe each of these cells, rather 
than describing an entity such as a point, a line, or a polygon as in the vector model. Of the three 
shapes, the mesh of square cells has been favoured because of the ease of representing this 
structure using arrays and because most of the geographic information is captured and displayed 
using hardware devices that operate in a grid fashion, for example LANDSAT data and graphic 
display units such as raster screens. There are, however, advantages of using either triangular or 
hexagonal meshes rather than square meshes. 
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An example of a square tessellation model 
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lfil 75-100 % 
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75 - 100 % 
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Triangular tessellations have the characteristic that the triangles in the mesh do not have the same 
orientation. Because of this some operations such as the subdivision of these cells into smaller 
cells (page 2-7) on this tessellation are harder to achieve than on either square or hexagonal 
tessellations. However by incorporating a third coordinate, z, with each vertex of a triangle, this 
characteristic can be used to an advantage when representing terrain and other types of surface data. 
In particular the irregular triangular tessellation, where triangles in the mesh are not necessarily of 
the same shape or size, can effectively represent the slope and direction of the geographic surf ace. 
Hexagonal meshes have the geometric property of radial symmetry - all cells adjacent to a given cell 
are equi-distant from its centre point (figure 2.6). This is useful for radial search and retrieval 
functions. 
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Figure 2.6 
.All hexagonal cells adjacent to a given hexagonal cell are equi-distant 
from the given cells centre point. 
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The cells of a tessellation model can be further subdivided and are referred to as nested tessellation 
models. Regular square and triangular cells can be further subdivided into smaller cells with the 
same shape. However, only the square cell can be subdivided into smaller cells with the same 
orientation. Hexagonal cells can be subdivided but not so as to completely cover the area of the 
original cell. 
A very popular data structure for representing a nested tessellation model with square cells is the 
quadtree. Samet [ Samet 1984 ] has studied this structure in detail and outlined many applications 
for which this structure can be used. Of particular interest are the area quadtree and the point 
quadtree. Point quadtrees divide the geographic data space using data points. For example, the 
geographic data space could be divided by the location of cities. A city is chosen as the root and the 
geographic space is divided into four rectangular cells such that the city is the common vertex of the 
four rectangles. For each of these cells another city is chosen as the root and the cell is again 
subdivided (figure 2.7). 
The major disadvantage with this approach with quadtrees is that the tree structure is very 
dependent on the choice of cities. Area quadtrees are formed by the recursive subdivision of the 
geographic space into equal rectangular cells. Area quadtrees are the more practical and most 
frequently used use of the quadtree structure. Quadtrees are also used for spatial indexing, as 
explained by [ Palimaka 1986 ]. 
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Figure 2.7 













2.2.3 The Relative Merits of the Vector Model and the Tessellation Model 
The critical difference between these two models is that points, lines and polygons are the 
components of a vector model, whereas areas of space, or cells, are the components of a 
tessellation model. The spatial relationships between the components of a vector model have to be 
explicitly stored, an example being the specification of which polygons are to the left and right of a 
line. These relationships must therefore be defined for a particular application. Tessellation models 
store these relationships implicitly, so that by investigating the properties of surrounding cells it is 
possible to determine, for example, whether the given cell is on the boundary of a particular 
polygon. This would be indicated by the surrounding cells having different properties than that of 
the given cell. 
Theoretically both of these models are capable of representing any type of spatial data, but one 
model may be better suited to an application than another. Cadastral mapping is an application best 
suited for a vector model because of the type of data; lines and polygons. Tessellation models may 
be more suitable for vegetation/soil analysis because of the way in which the data is gathered, for 
example a survey area may be divided into a grid with measurements taken for each cell. 
'.--':.~··-· 
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2.2.4 Current Research into Spatial Models 
Research into spatial models appears to be heading in two directions [ Clarke 1986]. The first is to 
provide very efficient conversion on demand between the existing vector and tessellation models 
using special purpose hardware. The second is the design of a new super-flexible data structure 
offering the advantages of both the vector and the tessellation models. One such model is called the 
Vaster data model and was developed by Peuquet [ Peuquet 1983 ]. 
2 .2 .4 .1 The Vaster Data Mode[ 
The vaster model (figure 2.8) is a hybrid of the vector and tessellation models. The basic unit of 
this model is the swath which consists of a raster component, or one scan line and a vector 
component. A swath covers a constant, known range of y which, if encoded entirely in a raster 
format, would be a group of scan lines. A scan line is a special case of the square tessellation 
model where the cells are organised in a· contiguous row across the data space, usually in the x 
direction. 
The leading edge, the lowest y value of the swath, is a scan line and is used as an index record for 
the swath. The index consists of a map-line identifier, x coordinate pair for each map line that 
intersects the scan line. The encoding scheme is similar to that developed by MeITill [ Merrill 
1973]. The remainder of the swath data is described in vector format. Each map line within the 
swath is described using chain encoding at the same resolution as the scan line while any polygons 
internal to the swath are listed separately. 
The vaster model has two levels: at one level there are the scan lines, and at a lower level giving 
greater detail is the vector chain encoding of the map lines. An advantage of this structure is the 
ability to use only the scan lines as a quick means of browsing or sampling a very large database. 
This could be applied usefully in a situation where the database may be remote from the user, as in 
the case of a distributed system. At first only the scan lines would be sent as a generalised view of 
the data space. Only when the user decides to look at a section of the data space in detail would the 
chain encoded vector data be sent across the communication network. In a distributed system this 
reduction in the quantity of data sent across the communication network would reduce the demand 
placed on the network and improve pe1f 01mance of the system. 
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Figure 2.8 
An example of a vaster model 
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3. Exaniining: Relational Cartographic Data Structures 
Four relational geographic models were investigated: a model proposed by Shapiro and Haralick, 
[ Shapiro 1980 ], BEATUIFUL, proposed by Burton [ Burton 1979 ]. GEO-QUEL, proposed by 
Stonebraker and Williams [ Stonebraker 1975 ], and the 12 structure proposed by van Roessel et al 
[ vanRoessel 1986 ]. The first two models are are briefly discussed in section 3.1, the 12 structure 
is examined in 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. GEO-QUEL is discussed in section 4. 
3.1 BEAUTIFUL, and the Model Proposed by Shapiro and Haralick 
BEAUTIFUL, the experimental geographic information system designed by Burton is based on 
research into the use of spatial or locational data types and specialised operations for attributes of 
these types in a relational database system. The three locational types proposed by Burton are 
called point, curve, and region. A similar approach of expanding the types of attributes in the 
relational model is considered. later in this -section, when the introduction of a vector attribute by the 
RIM relational database system is discussed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
Shapiro and Haralick propose a set of spatial data structure types, which are based on the concept 
of an A/V (attribute/value) relation. From the set of spatial data structure types the required 
geographic information data structure is constructed. Due to the navigation (using pointer 
attributes) through the tuples in the relations that is necessary to create the sequence of lines in the 
boundary of a polygon, the approach taken by Shapiro and Haralick is not discussed further. 
3 .2 The 12 Sructure 
van Roessel et al gives three reasons for considering the relational approach for vector data 
structure conversion: 
1) The simplicity and elegance offered by the relation as a structure for data representation. 
2) To determine whether relational operators will permit the development of high level tools 
that can be used for the various data conversions required. 
3) The wide-spread growth of relational database systems, from software systems for 
microcomputers through to hardware implementations in the form of back-end database 
machines. 
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The 12 structure was designed as an intermediate structure for vector data conversion. However, in 
this section the emphasis will be on using the (modified) 12 structure as a core to a relational 
cartographic data structure. The definition of the 12 structure contains the following relations for 
spatial data: 
regpol: (regnum, polnum) 
polarc: (polnum, arcnum) 
archdr: (arcnum, strtnode, endnode, lftreg, rgtreg) 
arcxy: (arcnum, x, y) 
nodearc: (nodenum, arcnum) 
The philosophy behind the design of this structure is to use "the hierarchy obtained by defining 
more complex elem~nts in terms of their component parts - regions, polygons, arcs, nodes, and 
vertex points - the most austere organisation is obtained by having each element reference its 
subordinate elements. " [ van Roessel 1986 ]. Regions are defined in terms of polygons, polygons 
are defined in terms of arcs, which are defined using nodes for start and end points, and a sequence 
of vertex points (x, y coordinate pairs) connecting the two nodes. 
An assumption is made by van Roessel et al that the tuples within a relation remain in a particular 
order. It is required that "in regpol, the first polygon for each region is the outside polygon" where 
the outside polygon defines the boundary of the region. This assumption on the organisation of 
tuples within a relation makes the claim that the 12 structure is "strictly of first normal form" 
inaccurate since one of the properties of relations specified by Codd [Codd 1970 ] is that there be 
no dependency on the order of tuples in a relation. In section 3.3, a discussion is presented on 
how to remove the assumption on the order of tuples in a relation from the 12 structure. 
Non-spatial data describing regions, polygons, arcs, and nodes in the 12 structure is stored in a set 
of relations consisting of one primary relation and other secondary relations: 
The primary relation: attprime (elnum, attl, att2, att3, .. , .. , .. ) 
The secondary relation: attsec (attl, sattl, satt2, satt3, ....... ) 
The link between the spatial elements (regions, polygons, arcs, and nodes) and their non-spatial 
attributes is the common element identifier, elnum. Hence the domain of elnum would be the union 
of the regnum, polnum, arcnum, and nodenum domains. Attributes in the primary relation can also 
be used as keys for entries in the secondary relations to allow for more detail in the non-spatial 
attributes. 
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3 .3 The Ordering of Tuples in the 12 Structure 
The assumption made on the order of the tuples within a relation as part of the 12 structure is most 
undesirable and, as mentioned above, contravenes one of the properties that is expected of a 
relation. The use of ordering in the 12 structure is as follows: 
1) The vertex point coordinates in the arcxy relation are stored in the 
sequence that defines the arc. 
2) The arcs in the nodearc relation are stored in a clockwise rotation. 
3) The arcs in the polarc relation are stored in clockwise order for 
normal polygons and counter-clockwise for island polygons. 
4) The first polygon for each region in the regpol relation is the 
outside polygon. 
The first three are similar: a group of tuples have to be kept in a predefined sequence. The fourth 
requires that one of a group of tuples be uniquely identifiable,which can be achieved by setting the 
value of the polnum attribute for the outside polygon of a region to be negative. Two techniques 
for explicitly specifying the required order or sequence of tuples are discussed; the introduction of a 
sequencing attribute, and the use of an attribute whose domain consists of matrices. 
3 .3 .1 Techniques for Ordering the Tuples 
Storing a group of tuples in a predefined sequence can be achieved by introducing another attribute 
into the relation, called the sequencing attribute (abbreviated to seq). The value of this attribute 
explicitly defines the position of a tuple in the required sequence. For example if there are three 
tuples A, B, and C that are required in the sequence B, A, C, then the value of the sequencing 
attribute for the tuples A, B, and C, would be 2, 1, and 3, respectively. Further, a composite key 
consists of the element identifier , either the polnum in the polarc relation, the arcnum in the arcxy 
relation, or the nodenum in the nodearc relation, and the sequence attribute. Figure 3.5 (page 3-8) 
demonstrates the use of the sequence attribute. There is another sequencing problem with this 
scheme and it is dealt with in section 3.4 
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An alternative to the sequencing attribute is provided by the RJM relational database system, which 
allows an attribute of a relation to have matrices as its domain. Such an attribute type is not 
permissible (on the grounds that attribute values must be atomic [ Date 1986] ) in the relational 
model. However, the departure from the standard relational model can be usefully applied to store 
the sequence of arcs for a polygon boundary, or the sequence of points for an arc. The vector 
attribute removes the need of having more than one tuple for a polygon boundary or a line since the 
respective components, lines or points, are stored in one vector attribute of a tuple. Thus the need 
for specifying a sequence for a group of tuples has been replaced by the implicit position of the 
components in the vector attribute. 
The disadvantage with using the vector attribute is that in the RIM database system the join 
operation is not permitted on any attribute with a vector domain. Because such a facility is not 
available for this project the significance of this limitation is unknown. The advantage of allowing 
a vector attribute in a nominally relational c;latabase system is the more efficient utilization of storage 
space. 
3.3.2 Storage Requirements 
The introduction of the sequencing attributes to the polarc and arcxy relations increases the demand 
on storage space. To examine the effects on the required storage, mapping data files were surveyed 
to approximate the average number of points in a line, and the average number of lines in the 
boundary of a polygon. The data files were stored in the colourmap data format [CSIRONET 
1986] and the particular file studied the data was for Australian census boundaries. It was found 
that the number of points in an arc chiefly fell between 2 to 44 points, and that the number of arcs 
required to define a boundary ranged from 2 to 36, although the range was predominantly between 
4 and 14. With this information, it is obvious that the point sequencing attribute or the arc 
sequencing attribute needs only to be a sixteen bit integer. 
Consider a reasonably typical polygon definition where there are 7 arcs requiring a total of 140 
points (an average of 20 points per arc). The space required by this polygon, excluding the 
sequencing attributes, is 1 736 bytes (figure 3.1). With the addition of the sequencing attributes, 
140 point sequencing integers and 7 arc sequencing integers, the required storage space is 2 030 
bytes (figure 3.2) which is an increase of 16.93 percent ( (2 030 - 1 736) I 1 736) on the required 
storage space without the sequencing attributes. 
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Figure 3.1 
The calculation of the storage in bytes required by a polygon with 7 arcs, a total of 


















for each polarc tuple 
arcs in the polygon definition 
for the polygon in the polarc relation 
arc identifier 
coordinate pair (x, y) 
for each arcxy tuple 
points in the polygon definition 
for the polygon in the arcxy relation 
bytes of storage for the polygon 
Figure 3.2 
The calculation of the storage in bytes required by a polygon with 7 arcs, a total of 
140 points using the structure with sequence attributes. 
4 polygon identifier 
2 arc sequencing attribute 
+ 4 arc identifier 
10 10 for each polarc tuple 
* 7 arcs in the polygon definition 
70 70 for the polygon in the polarc relation 
4 arc identifier 
2 point sequencing attribute 
+ 8 coordinate pair (x, y) 
14 14 for each arcxy tuple 
* 140 points in the polygon definition 
-----
1 960 + 1 960 for the polygon in the arcxy relation 
----- ===== 
2 030 bytes of storage for the polygon 
===== 
~-:..<c:.< 
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Consider another variation of the I2 structure with the relations: 
polarcs (polnum. arcs) 
arcpoints (arcnum , points) 
The arcs attribute is a vector of arc identifiers, and the points attribute is a vector of point coordin-
ate pairs. The required storage space for the polygon with 7 arcs (140 points) would be 1 156 
bytes (figure 3.3). 
Figure 3.3 
The calculation of the storage in bytes required by a polygon with 7 arcs, a total of 
140 points using the structure with the vector attributes, as allowed by RIM. 
4 polygon identifier 
4 arc identifier 
* 7 arcs in the polygon definition 
28 + 28 for the vector containing the arc identifiers 
32 32 the polygon in the polarcs relation (1 tuple) 
4 arc identifier 
8 coordinate pair (x, y) 
* 140 points in the polygon definition 
-----
1 120 + 1 120 the vector containing the point coordinate pairs 
----- -----
1 124 + 1 124 for the polygon in the arcxy relation 
----- ===== 
1 156 bytes of storage for the polygon 
====== 
Figure 3.4 summarises the storage requirements of the I2 structure, and for the other two structures 
with sequencing attributes and vector attributes. The data structure requiring the least storage is the 
structure with vector attributes,using 66.59 percent of the space required by the I2 structure and 
56.94 percent of the space required by the structure with sequence number attributes. 
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Figure 3.4 
A summary of the storage requirements of the three data structures considered. 
Data Structure 
The 12 structure 
The 12 structure with sequence number attributes 
The 12 structure with vector attributes 
Storage Required 
1 736 bytes 
2 030 bytes 
1 156 bytes 
There are two reasons for the small space required by the structure using vector attributes. First 
there are no sequencing attributes required for the arcs and the points in the polarcs and arcpoints 
relations: the sequencing is implicitly stored within the vector attributes. The second reason is the 
non-repetitive storage of the polygon and arc identifiers in the polarcs and arcpoints relations. This 
is because there is one tuple in the polarcs relation for the arcs in the boundary of a polygon instead 
of one for each arc as in the other two structures discussed. Similarly there is only one tuple in the 
arcpoints relation for each arc rather than one tuple for each point of each arc. 
In the above calculations the underlying structures employed by the database system are not 
considered. It is unclear how much influence these underlying structures would have on the 
storage space required and further experimentation would have to be performed to validate the 
above results. 
3 .4 Generating a Polxy Relation 
The polxy relation consists of four attributes: the polygon number, a sequencing number, and the 
x, y coordinate pair. The relation contains the sequence of ve1iex points that define the boundary of 
a polygon as it is traversed in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. The structure considered in 
this section will be the 12 structure with sequence attributes because the INGRES database chosen 
for this project does not permit attributes whose domain is a set of vectors. Thus the sequence of 
arcs around the boundary of a polygon is recorded in the polarc relation using the arcseq attribute, 
and for each of these arcs the required sequence of points is recorded in the arcxy relation using the 
xyseq attribute. 
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Figure 3.5 
Generating a polxy relation 






Figure 3 .5 (b) 
POLA RC polnum arc seq arcnum ARCXY arcnum xyseq x y 
1 1 1 1 1 xl yl 
1 2 2 1 2 x2 y2 
1 3 3 2 1 x2 y2 
1 4 4 2 2 x3 y3 
3 1 x5 y5 
3 2 x4 y4 
3 3 x3 y3 
4 1 x5 y5 
4 2 xl yl 
Figure3.5 (c) 
POLXY polnum arc seq xyseq x y 
1 1 1 xl yl 
1 1 2 x2 y2 :·-·---::··· 
1 2 1 x2 y2 
1 2 2 x3 y3 
1 3 1 x5 y5 
1 3 2 x4 y4 
1 3 3 x3 y3 
1 4 1 x5 y5 
1 4 2 xl yl 
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Figure 3 .5 ( d) 
POLA RC polnum arcseq arcnum ARCXY arcnum xyseq x y 
1 1 1 1 1 xl yl 
1 2 2 1 2 x2 y2 
1 3 -3 2 1 x2 y2 
1 4 4 2 2 x3 y3 
3 1 x5 y5 
3 2 x4 y4 
3 3 x3 y3 
4 1 x5 y5 
4 2 xl yl 
Figure 3 .5 ( e) 
POLXY polnum arc seq xyseq x y 
1 1 1 xl yl 
1 1 2 x2 y2 
1 2 1 x2 y2 
1 2 2 x3 y3 
1 3 -3 x3 y3 
1 3 -2 x4 y4 
1 3 -1 x5 y5 
1 4 1 x5 y5 
1 4 2 xl yl 
The new polxy relation ( figure 3.5(c)) can be created by joining the polarc and the arcxy relations 
(figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) ) on the common attribute arcnum. The sequence attributes (arcseq, and 
xyseq) in the two relations are also included in the new polxy relation to ensure that the sequence of 
points around the boundary of a polygon is not lost as a result of the join. 
Another sequencing problem (referred to in section 3.3.1) arises when creating the polxy relation; 
if the sequence of arcs defining the boundary of a polygon is for a clockwise traversal of the 
boundary, yet some of the point sequences for the arcs correspond to an anti-clockwise traversal, 
the incorrect sequence of points will be created when the polarc and arcxy relations are joined to 
form the polxy relation. This is shown in figure 3.5(c) where the sequence of arcs are for a 
clockwise traversal, and the point sequence for arc 3 is for an anti-clockwise traversal. 
The correct sequence of points for a clockwise traversal of the boundary of polygon 1 is (xl, yl), 
(x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4), (x5, y5), (xl, yl), whereas the sequence generated as shown in 
figure 3.5(c) is (xl, yl), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x5, y5), (x4, y4), (xl, yl). The duplicate set of 
points shown in figure 3.5(c) occurs because the node points which are shared by the arcs are 
included in the arcxy relation for each arc. 
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This sequencing problem occurs because one arc can be the boundary for two polygons, and the 
one sequence of points defined for the arc will be in a clockwise direction for one polygon and in 
the anti-clockwise direction for the other. It is necessary therefore to indicate the required direction 
of the arc for a particular boundary. 
The technique used by colourmap [CSJRONET 1986] is to set the arcnum attribute to be negative 
when the desired sequence of points is the opposite to that stored for the arc. Employing this 
strategy in the polarc relation (the new polarc relation is shown in figure 3.5(d)) the arcnum 
attribute for arc 3 is set to be negative indicating that the required sequence of points for arc 3 is 
opposite to that stored in the arcxy relation. 
The creation of the polxy relation is now more complex, because it has to consider the sign of the 
arcnum attribute to order the points correctly. If the value of the arcnum attribute in the polarc 
relation is negative, then the sequence of points for the arc in the arcxy relation has to be reversed. 
This is achieved by setting the arcxy sequence number attribute negative for the arc and listing them 
in ascending order (for example, the sequence of arcnum values 1 2 3 negated and sorted in 
ascending order is -3 -2 -1). Figure 3.5(e) is the final form of the polxy relation, which shows the 
points in the sequence required for a clockwise traversal of the boundary of polygon 1. Appendix 
B contains a detailed specification of the relations used in figure 3.5 for the INGRES relational 
database system, and the QUEL macro for creating the polxy relation. 
3 .S Introducing a Spatial Reference Index to the 12 Structure 
The purpose of a spatial index is to facilitate the efficient retrieval of features stored in a database 
which covers a large geographic area. In particular, the use of a spatial index is to increase the 
performance of a geographic information system for a query requesting information on features 
within a specified region, or near a specific point in the geographic area. An example of such a 
query is: list all the post office boxes within a 10 kilometer radius of the chief post office. 
A description is given by Aronson and Morehouse [Aronson 1983 ], and by Dangermond 
[Dangermond 1983] of the ARC/INFO GIS spatial indexing scheme, and a description of a spatial 
indexing scheme using area quadtrees can be found in [ Palimaka 1986 ]. The scheme described by 
Palimaka is the basic concept used by the relational geographic information system GEO-VISION. 
The following two sub-sections, 3.5.1, and 3.5.2 describe the quadtree spatial index, and an 
implementation of the index for the 12 structure. 
I - -
i 
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3 .5 .1 The Quadtree Spatial Index 
A cell is rectangular in shape and covers a part of the geographic area specified by the coordinates 
of either pair of diagonally opposing comer points. Arbitrarily the bottom left hand and the top 
right hand comer points of a cell have been chosen. The decomposition scheme outlined by 
Palimaka splits a cell into four equal sub-cells (figure 3.6) when the number of features (polygons, 
lines, and points) associated with the cell exceeds a specified number, called the split threshold. If 
the number of features in any of these sub-cells exceeds the split threshold then they are further 
subdivided. Over a period of time features may be removed from the geographic data. If the 
number of features contained within four sub-cells sharing a common comer point falls below 
another specified number, called the merge threshold, then the four sub-cells are merged together to 
form a cell. 
Figure 3.6 
The sub-cell numbering scheme 
2 4 
1 3 
Each cell of the geographic area is uniquely identified by a cell identifier whose value is a code that 
represents the location of the cell in the quadtree structure. Consider figure 3. 7 with cells A and B 
and the sub-cell numbering scheme shown in figure 3.6. The cell identifier for cell A is 134 and 
for cell B it is 430 ( to three levels). 
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Figure 3.7 
The quadtree addressing scheme for cell identifiers 
1 2 B 
A~ 
A 
3.5.2 The Proposed Set of Relations 
2 3 4 1 
A~ 
2 3 4 
A 
(134) 
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The cell-feature relation specifies each feature that is either completely or partially defined to be 
within the specified geographic area of a cell. If point(s) of a feature are on the boundary of some 
cells, then the feature is associated with all of those cells. The cellid attribute is the cell identifier 
described above. The domain of the featid attribute is the union of the polnum, arcnum, and 
nodenum attribute domains. The featype attribute identifies the type of feature in a cell where the 
permissible features are; a polygon, a line segment, or a point. 
The Cell-Location Relation : Cellocn (Cellid, Minx, Miny, Maxx, Maxy) 
This relation defines which part of the geographic area a particular cell refers to. The geographic 
area is specified by the bottom left hand corner point, (minx, miny), and the top right hand corner 
point (maxx, maxy), both of which are absolute coordinates. 
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- 3 .6 Conclusions 
Conclusions are now drawn about the three data structures, 
1) The 12 structure, as defined by van Roessel et al. 
2) The 12 structure, with sequencing attributes. 
3) The 12 structure, with vectors allowed as attributes. 
Only the second of these satisfies the requirements for relational data structure, as defined by Date 
[Date 1986]. 
It has been shown that the third of these offers substantial storage economy. While the relational 
purists may dislike the departure from the fully relational structure, there seems no major difficulty 
in keeping the vectors of the third structure in a separate structure from the basic relations, with a 
link attribute connecting the data in the vectors and the relations. An experimental implementation 
along these lines was developed with the INGRES database system. 
The elements of the vectors are stored in a linked list and the vectors are collected in two arrays, 
one for vectors containing the arcs of a polygon boundary, and the other for the vectors containing 
points of an arc. INGRES is used to implement the spatial indexing scheme described in section 
3.4 with the featid attribute used as the key into the two arrays of vectors. This is not a practical 
implementation that can be used, but it demonstrates that it is possible to store the vectors in a 
separate data structure. A detailed specification of the implementation can be found in Appendix C. 
The conclusion reached agrees with the comment by Fosnight and van Roessel that RIM users 
"especially appreciate the fact that RIM allows the storage of vector and matrix attributes" [ Private 
com. 1985]. 




GEO-QUEL is a specialized retrieval and display utility built on top of Ingres [ Stonebraker 1976 ] 
a relational database management system. GEO-QUEL is intended to supplement the existing query 
language of INGRES, QUEL, with commands or functions specifically required for a geographic 
information system. The motivation behind GEO-QUEL is the idea that relations could be 
employed to store graphic data structures. In the article outlining the approach taken to implement 
GEO-QUEL a description of the relations used and the functions provided is given. 
Because the relational database available for this project was Ingres, it was decided to implement a 
system, called ROIS (Relational Geographic Information System), based on the description of 
GEO-QUEL. The relations are those specified by Stonebraker; in practice one would want 
relations in third normal form. However the interest in this exercise is to assess the value of using 
the macro facility in QUEL to provide· fuctions to manipulate the relations. The following 
' 
sub-sections 4.1, and 4.2 describe the relations used by ROIS, and the functions provided to 
manipulate these relations. 
4.1 The Relations Used by RGIS 
There are three types of relations within ROIS: 
1) Mapinfo: 
For each map in the system there is at least one of these relations to describe ar least 
one aspect of each map. For example one mapinfo relation, called NZcoast, could 
contain data that describes the coastline of New Zealand, while another, called 
NZPolBound, could contain the data describing the political boundaries for New 
Zealand. 
2) Maprelation: 
For each mapinfo relation there is one tuple in this, the relation called Maprelation. 
Each tuple records the parameters for the most recently saved display by the user. 
3) Vduinfo: 
Each tuple in this relation describes a terminal that is connected to the system in terms 
of the information required by the graphics display software. 
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4.1.1 The Structure of the Mapinfo Relation 
There is one mapinfo relation for each map in the system. This relation consists of at least nine 
attributes: 
1) xl 4) y2 7) intensity 
2) yl 5) plztype 8) groupid 
3) x2 6) graphchar 9) zoneid 
The first four attributes are the x and y map coordinates of the start and end points of a line 
segment. When the start and end points are equivalent the tuple represents a point rather than a 
line segment. The fifth attribute, plztype, specifies whether the tuple is a point, a line, or a zone. 
Attributes six and seven are used for graphical representation. In particular, if the tuple is a point 
then the value of the graphchar attribute is plotted on the screen. A group of line segments can be 
used to describe a line, an object, or a polygon. The eighth attribute is used to identify which, if 
any, group the tuple belongs to, while the ninth attribute records which zone the line segment or 
point belongs to. Other non spatial attributes can be included in this relation to further describe 
the tuple. 
4.1.2 The Structure of the Maprelation Relation 
This relation, called maprelation, is used to describe how each map in the geographic information 
system was last displayed. The relation consists of seven attributes: 
1) mrelaname 4) ycentre 6) ymag 
2) mrelowner 5) xmag 7) shadek 
3) xcentre 
The domain of the mrelname attribute is the set of names of the mapinfo relations in the system. 
This attribute is the key for the maprelation relation. The mrelowner attribute records for each 
tuple, the name of the user who owns the map. It is expected that the owner of a map would be 
the person who created the map and is responsible for the accuracy of the data stored. The owner 
would be the only person permitted to alter any data stored for a map in the associated mapinfo 
relation. 
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The two attributes xcentre and ycentre record the x and y map coordinates specified to be the 
centre point for the most recently saved display of the map. Similarly, attributes xmag, and 
ymag, record the scale factor for the x and y axis of the most recently saved display of the map. 
The seventh attribute, called shadek, is used to record information on the distance between 
shading characters for the graphical presentation of the map. 
4 .1.3 The Structure of the Vduinfo Relation 
This relation is used to record inf01mation about the graphics terminal required by the display 
software. There are three attributes; one for the name of the terminal. and the other two for the 
maximum x and y screen values. It is assumed that the minimum x and y screen values are zero. 
4.2 Functions Provided by RGIS 
This section describes the functions provided by RGIS, and how they are implemented. 
4 .2 .1 Description of the Functions 
4.2.1.1 Centre 
Syntax: centre at <x, y > \g 
centre <relation name> on group <groupid> \g 
There are two forms of this command: the first specifies the point of the map which is 
considered to be the centre of the screen for display purposes. The second requests the centre of 
the screen be calculated so that the specified group of the named map (relation name) is seen to be 
in the centre of the graphics screen. In both cases the dsptemp maprelation tuple is updated. 
4.2.1.2 Display 
Syntax: display \g 
Information in the dsptemp relation is retrieved, along with its associated maprelation tuple, and 
the appropriate tuple from the vduinfo for the graphics terminal, to create the desired graphical 
image of the map. 
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4.2.1.3 Make 
Syntax: make <relation name> \g 
This command is a combination of the outline and restore commands. The make command 
retrieves into the temporary display relation the named map with the display parameters saved in 
the appropriate maprelation tuple. This command corresponds to the view command described in 
the article on GEO-QUEL. The reason for the different name is to avoid clashing with the view 
command provided by the INGRES query language which creates a virtual relation. 
4.2.1.4 Outline 
Syntax: .outline <relation name> '.i_g 
This command retrieves the map stored in the named relation, calculates the centre of this 
projection, and the necessary scaling factors. to allow the entire map to be viewed on the screen, 
4.2.1.5 Restore 
Syntax: restore \g 
This command repaces the x and y scaling factors, and the centre point of the dsptemp relation 
with the values from the maprelation tuple appropriate for the map currently being dispayed. It is 
the complement command to the save projection command described below. 
4.2.1.6 Save Projection 
Syntax: save projection \g 
This command replaces the x and y scale factors, and the centre point, in the maprelation tuple for 
the current map with the respective values currently stored for the dsptemp tuple. This results in 
the projection generated by the user in the temporary display relation (dsptemp) being stored for 
the appropriate maprelation tuple of the map. 
4.2.1.7 Scale 
Syntax: scale at <$xmag, $ymag> \g 
This command replaces the current dsptemp scaling factor for the x and y axis with $xmag, and 
$ymag respectively. 
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- 4 .2 .2 Implementation of the Functions 
All but one command, the display command, are implemented by defining macros in the Ingres 
query language QUEL. A listing of these macros can be found in appendix A, along with a small 
C program using equel (embedded QUEL) to retrieve and display graphically information from 
the database. A graphics emulator, called Griffin Terminal, provided for the Mackintosh is used 
to emulate a Tektronics 4012 graphics screen. An elementary line clipping algorithm [ Harris 
1984 ] implemented by the author is employed to resolve the display of lines that are not 
completely visible on the graphics screen. 
4.3 Conclusions Drawn from Experimenting with GEO-QUEL 
Using relations to store both spatial, and non spatial geographic data allows the data to be 
manipulated using the query language provided by the relational database. The use of the 
relational operators, and functions provided by the INGRES query language QUEL allows the 
design of powerful macros. These macros can achieve most of the processing that would 
normally be written in a programming language, like C, if the data were stored in a customized 
data structure. These macros are often easier to write because the data is dealt with at a higher 
level of abstraction, with relations instead of files and pointers. 
The set of relations specified by GEO-QUEL is not very useful because of the lack of 
consideration given to the hierarchical nature of the spatial data. For example, the definition of a 
line on the boundary of two adjoining polygons is expressed twice, once in each group of lines 
for a polygon. 
With the increasing popularity of graphical interfaces between the user and a computer system an 
interesting question arises as to whether the interaction with the relational data structure will be by 
a query language tailored for geographic queries, or a 'tool box' consisting of functions to be 
called by a graphical interface. RGIS, is an example of the former, which supplements the query 
language QUEL with functions (described in section 4.2.1) for manipulating the spatial relations. 
- 5. Final Conclusions 
The necessity to retain the sequence of points in an arc, and the sequence of arcs in a polygon 
boundary result in an inelegant relational data structure. The use of sequence numbers to retain 
this ordering, along with the repetitive storage of the polnum attribute for each arc in a polygon 
boundary, and the arcnum attribute for each point in an arc, increases the storage space required. 
The introduction by the RIM database system of an attribute whose domain is a set of matrices, or 
vectors, results in a much more elegant data structure. However, the introduction of this attribute 
is a departure from the relational data model which may upset the relational purist. 
Research into the design of a distributed relational data model indicates that the relational model 
can be successfully employed in the distributed environment. The concept of horizontally splitting 
relations such that data in a relation can be stored at several different locations is a major sticking 
point and further research is being conducted ino the concept. It is this concept that is of particular 
interest because the division of the cartographic data such that the data for a particular county or 
city can be stored locally where it is most frequently accessed could be achieved by horizontal 
splitting of the relations. The localised data would be accessable to non-local users through the 
connecting network, provided they were authorised to do so. 
In conclusion the author considers that the use of the relational data model as the basis for a data-
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ycm·1t f:? r ::= \ 
( Ii'! :i. n ( d t :I. • IYI i n y ) + ( ( IYI c:l >< ( d t :I. • 1'(1 i::'I )( y ) -· tYJ i n ( cl t :I. • 1Y1 i n y ) ) / 2 ) ) ) \ 
'\. 
J 
v~hr:0?1'('0 1Y1)''., 1Y1l'~01n.,:\1Y1f:·? ::o: 11 dE,p·tE?1Y1p 11 \ 
{d<-.?fin1';.':; rf::1!:,:torf:? :; \ 
cl ''=! l f:? I; r.:·? d t ~:j \ 
} 
append dtemp3(mrelname = mr.mrelowner) \ 
v~hr.,-:i r'F! ,r, r'. 1Y1 rt::i l. n,,,\i'i1(,? == 11 d <;;pt E·)1Y1 p 11 \ 
c:l0,ilet0'! dtt.1 \ 
append ta dtemp4(xcenter = mr. xcenter, ycenter=mr.ycenter, 
><mag= mr.xmag, ymag = mr.ymag) \ · 
where mr.mrelname = dt3.mrelname \ 
replace mr(xcenter=dt4.xcenter, ycenter=dt4.ycenter, \ 
><mag= dt4 .. xmag, ymag - dt4.ymag) \ 
\.•·J h (·:,· r ,::,, 1Y1 r· ,, 1Y1 \" <·,) 1 l"l <',:\ 1'11 Ei ::,: 11 d r;; pt F.:2 ,Y1 p 11 \ 
{define; make $r; \ 
r (;;, •,~, t o r !·,? \ 
dE1 lc:c•te citi.1. \ 
i:,ppr-2nd dtr,,a,pt.'.1 ( ><CE"mt; ("!! r =• 1'11 r. XCE·int <'? I'., yct0nt e r::::,,y, r. ycent er'., \ 
)( 1Y1i::\(J ::::: 1Y1 , ... " )( 1Y1aq '/ y1Y1,'.1(.:.J '"" 1Y1 )" • y,r,aq) \ 
1,,1 l"1E! l'[·) ,n r. ,r, r <-'.,·! J. 1·"1i:\1Y1(,·:' :::, 1' cl !::l pt s: 1Y1 p 11 \ 
1"r:.0pli','.C('2 t'11r(1Y11"€'!:l.r.Jvinf:~r· ::::. 11 t·r 11 ., ><ct:-?nte:-~1' .... c:ltf.~. xcent(~r., \ 
ycenter = dth.ycenter, xmag = dt4.xmag, \ 
ymag = dt4 .. ymag> \ 




'.:: .. ... 
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} 
{ c:i (:c' "f :i. i""i\°'.c:'; e;; C,::\ J. f:, s:\ t </; >< .
1 
iiy :; \ 
n:::1 pl <,:\Cf0 1Y1 r' ( :< ir, c:.~ 'J ::,:: iJ; :<, yrY1 ,£\ g ::.·: t,y) \ 
1tJ he rr,i i"i1 r' .. 1Y1 r'r::: l. n <':\ft1(7:• ::·:: 11 cl t, pt f::: 1Y1 p 11 } 
{define; outline $r; \ 
d1:2letf,? d \ 
} 
d <'°" J. <-:.,ti'? d t :I. \ 
cl f.,:]. f2t (',' c:i "C ~::; \ 
range of m is $r \ 
1Y1 <'':\ ( ,; ~::, it,. !"" \ 
app~nJ ta dspteMp (dspx1=m.x1,dspy1=m.y1,dspx2=m .. x2,dspy2=m.y2, \ 
c:l·;;:;pr;ir'or .. tp:i.d ::::: ,v, .. r;;i1'nup:i.d, d:::;pzntlt?!:i.d :::: 1Y1 .. znn~7:!:i.cl) \ 
e;\ppe11c:I to t:lti:·,:1Y1p:I. (i"!1:i.n>< :::: 1Y1in(cl .. df;p><l), 1Y1:i.ny "''' 1Y1:i.n(d.dt:;pyi).1 ·\ 
maxx = max(d.dspxi), maxy = max(d .. dspy1)) \ 
a p pen c:I t C) c:I t F::: i"il p :I. ( 1Y1 i n ){ :.::: 1Y1 i n ( d • cl s p >< 2 ) , ((I :i. n y ;co: IYI :i. r"l ( d .. cl s p y 2 ) "/ \ 
maxx = max(ci.dspx2), maxy = max(d.dspy2)) \ 
r<,·:iplac::Ei 1Y1r(><1Y1r:~g ,,:.: (scrn .. 1Y1a>,;>< I (,v,a><: (dt:l..1Y1i::IX><) 1Y1in (cl·l;;:l..111:i.n>())), \ 
y 1Y1aq :c::: ( :,;c l"'t'l" IYliC\ )( y I ( 1Y1<'.l.>( ( d t 1 • IYt,:":\){ y) IYI :i. 1·1 ( cl t 1. n 1Y1 :i. ny) ) ) ·.· 
:«:::· (·,~ n t r::~ r' "'' \ 
(t"r1:ln (c.lt:l.,Y,:i.n>:) + ((1Y1<-'"~X (c:lti .. 1Y1a><><) ·-· tY,in (dt:l. .. 1Y1:i.n>-:))/2)) 
ycG:~nt *:·? r ,:: \ 
(i"t,jn ·(dt:l..,Y,iny) + <<,Y,ax (dt:l.,1Y1i:1><y> - ,Y,in (c:lt:l..,Y,iny))/;?)) 
\ 
hlh(,~ rr.:,i ,y, r. 1Y1 l'E) 1 n.,;:\1Y1f'.·) '"' 11 d s; pt E~1Y1 p 11 \ 
{def:i.1··,1:;;1; :.-5iJ.VE; pi"'OJE!Ction; \ 
dr:?l(:':.'t(-2 cJt!.1 \ 
append "\.: o cit c;,,,Y, pt.:,. ( tY, rr:,, 1 nat"t, E·? "" ,n r. 1Y1r,::11 c> l"'n<·,~ r, \ 
xcenter = mr.xcenter, ycenter - mr.ycenter, \ 
xMag = mr. xmag, ymag = mr.ymag) \ 
~'1hE·?r(·? 1Y1l', 1Y1\'(i"!ltV:":\1Y1f.? .. ::: "d~:;ptE,·:1Y1p 11 \ 
replace mr(Mcentel"' = dt4.xcenter, ycenter~dt4.ycenter, \ 
xmag = dt4.xmag, ymag = dt4 .. ymag) \ 
1.'J I 1r-a rt:~ 1Y1 r. i"il r (:,:~ J. n c:\i"t1Ei ,·:, r.l t /.~ .. 1"(1 r·r-2 J. r, a,Y1f::? \ 
} 
:1-t:i.ncluc:l<::i 11 ... l<Jriff:i.n/rJri-,1phic1";. h 11 
fl:d f~ fin(,;, y ,y,;,, >< ~-'; 00 
·!kl<-:'! f :i. ne y,Y, :i. n O 
:li:r::kif .i. 11(·:~ ><1i"1<":'l. \( !.'.:.; 1. 1 
Hc:l,:-,1 f:i. nr::1 ><1Y1:i. n O 
:II:1-1: flo21"'; J.><:I., J.yl., l><'.:::'..1 ly2., ><£(C<':\lt:-::, ys-,cal.E,i; 
## fl.oat xcentre, yc8ntre; 




int: cnc:lr-::i ( )<, y) 
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f]. (")i'\t )( 'J ) / .. '} 
{ 
if (y > 
i f' (y ( 
:i.f ( >( 
y1'(1f:\ >{) c I 
y1Y1). l'1) c I 







;i, f ( )( >< IYI :i n ) c:: I :::: 1 ; 
} 
{ 
rE,it urn < c) ; 
ch,c1 r ch:; 
int ><C :::: ::?~5~5 ., 
fl.t>i::lt ><.I., ><2., 
ye :;:_o 1. ~50., 
y :I., y2 ~ 
tHI: :i l"lc;J rii?.~'l "-.. i !.1. :I. CJ" rq :i. r:~::; 
'l-1:Jt ,,o·:n,gi::,~ o ( cl is ds:;pt€i,'1Y1p 
p:l.cc,dE·, 
ff# range of mis maprelat:ion 
v~hi le (ch ..... gi:,·~tchl;\r' () ! e:~ , q') { . 
p2coc:112,; 
it.it l"f?t r':i.,,,?vF~ ( >:!:,;cr.:lle '"'' r'f1. ><1Yrt':\(J 1 yscale=1Y1. yrYr<':\~;1 1 ><CEint rE•""'rY1, xce1··1tE1r 1 
## ycentre = m.ycenterl 
~HF 1,,1 h E·i \' f:'1 1Y1. 1Y1 l" Et l , .. i c"Wr (it "" 11 cl s; pt r-D 1i'1 p " 
:l:!::J·I: { 
p l'' :i. n t; f ( II \ )•) fl ) 1; 
cj·J::lt } 
H# n~t \' :i. (0)Vf::) ( J. >< :I. ,-:::c:1. d S', p >< 1 'I l y :I. ::::cj,, c:1£, PY 1 , ]. ><2r:::cJ u d s p><2' l y2:::::rJ. d ~,; py2) 
·!t:M: { 
pr :int f ( fl 1 >< :I. ,,::: ~:. f ., l y :I. ''"' •y,", f, l ><::;;: :::: if. f, 1 y2 :::: "/., f \ n 11 , l x :I., 1 y 1 ., 
l l-<2, J.y2) 
){ :I. ·- ( l<C + ( l>< :I. ><C~~nt ,~F~) ·lt )-{ !:5Ci::\ J. e.) " 1 
y:I ... (ye + ( J.y:I. ycE-?i··it r·E:;) ·H· Y!?jC,'':\lFi) . '/ 
}( ~;~ ... ~ ( ~-< C' + ( 1 >< :::~ hON ><C8t1t l'f~) '* :< !'H.~ ,a l e ) ; 
y2 -· (ye + ( ly2 yce·nt )" (:;') -:':<· Y S'> C ,::\ J. fa"! ) . 1 
p:l.code ~ code(x:1., y:I.); p2code = code(x2, y2); 
if ((plcod2 & p2cnde) -- 0) { 
wl·,:i.J.r,;, (p:lcocle ! 0" 0 11 p2cndE·,: !s::: 0) { /·l<· clip 1:i.nf:.~ '*·/ 
:i. f (y :l ) y1Y1i::\){) { 
>< :I. -.. >t l + ( ( x 2 ... >< :I. ) ·l<· ( y 1Y1 <:':\ >< .... y 1. ) I ( y 2 ··· y l ) ) 
y :I. ::: y1Y1€:\>< ~ } 
YIY1f.:\X) { 
+ ( (><2 - ><:I.) * (ymax - y1) I ( y2 -.. y j, ) ) :; 




(;.~L:1E! if (y:I. < y1Ydn) { 
><1 ·-· ><:I. ·I· ( (><2 •·· ><1) ·1':· (y1Y1:i.n •·· yl) I (y~? ··• yl)); 
y :I. ""' y1Y1 in ; } 
else if (y2 < ymin) { 
><::;:: -· >< 2 + ( ( >< :? -· >< :I. ) ·>!· ( y1Y1 :i. n ·-·· y :I. ) I ( y2 - y 1 ) ) ; 
y2 '"' Yi'(1 :i. n :; } 
f? J 1,:; f.? i f ( }( :J. } )WI i,1. }( ) { 
y :I. -· y :1. + ( ( y 2 --- y :I. ) ·l1· ( >< 1Y1 ,,:\ >< ·-· >< :I. ) I ( >< ::::: -· x :I. ) ) ; 
){ l :::: X 1Y1-:B. }-< ; } 
else if (><2 xmax) { 
y2 - yl + ((y2 - y:I.) * (xMa>< - x1)/(x2 - x:I.)) 
>< 2 "'" >< 1Y1 ii~ )~ ; } 
el 1,;e :i. f ( x :I. < >< 1Yd n) { 
y:I. ··· y:I. + ( (y2 ·- y:I.) -:,;. (y1Y1:i.i-1 ····· x:I.) I (x~;:: ··- ><1)); 
)~ :I. ::,:: >< 1Y1 i n ; } 
f.':' J 15 €0 i f ( >< 2 ( )( 1Y1 :i. n ) { 
y2 -· y 1 + < < y:? -·· y :I. ) ·r.· < y,v, :i. n ···· x :I.) I ( ><2 •··· >< 1) ) ; 
>< 2 ::: X 1Y1 :i. n ; } 
p:l.cade = code(x:L, y1); p2code - code(x2, y2); 
} 
p :i. >< 1Y1 Cl v c;~ < ( :i. n t ) >< J. ., y 1Y1 ,!.\ >< ···· ( :i. n t; ) y 1. ) ; 
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Pf1 l-~1.t: i. nn i 
C)VH'H-2 l' r, 
T1 .. \p :tr:2 1;,I i.dt f1 :: 
!::~cT\vecl unt i. J ~ 
Number o~ tuples: 
~3t n rAr;Je ·"';t ruct '-'· r·e ~ 
F{F21 a·I:; :i. 01·1 t ypc:z.· ~ 





po 1 i::1. l''C 
p ,i':\ !';; c C) e:· 
.1.0 
WeJ Oct 8 02:55:54 1986 
i.1 
cnmpresserl paged heap 
u •::;1,-? r l'f-? lat :i. m-1 




lpalnum larcseqlarcnum I 
1----------------------------------1 
I :I. i 1 I :L I 
:I. I ?I 21 
:L I :') I -<:ll 
:I. I l'.i. I l.1. I 
I -·· --- -- ..... ········ ··· ········ .... -··-· · ··· .... ·· ·-·· ..... -·· ..... --· ..... ·-- .................................... -- -··-·· -·· I 
********~*******•*************************************** 
Rt·~· 1 ;:1t :i. on~ 
Ov,.11··1r:;1r ~ 
Tuplc,2 Hi.c:lth~ 
i=3t0tV(''?d un-1.; i 1 :: 
Number of tuples: 
Storage structure~ 
r~elat:i.ol"1 ty'pe:: 








Wed Oct B 02~57:38 1986 
':) 
coMpressed paged heap 
uise r r'f? 1 at ion 







l0rcnum lxyseq Ix ly I 
I ···- -·· ............. ·- ......... -·- ........................................................................................................... -...... -- ................... _ ...... ·-· I 
I I. I :I I JO. 000 I 1.0. 000 I 





20 .. 0001 
::20 .. 000 I 
;:~o .. 000 I 






1 ~:i .. 000 1 
:L~5. 000 I 
20 .. 000 I 
31 31 20.0001 20.0001 
41 11 10.0001 15.0001 
I 41 21 10.0001 10.0001 
I ......... ····· ···· ··- ··· ···· -· ····· ···· -· -·· ···· ·· ·· ····· ··· · ··· ·· · ·- ····· ···· ···· ····· ···· ···· ···· ···· ····· ···· ····· ···· ···· ···· ··· ·-· -· ····· ·-· ·-· -- ··· ···· I 
********************************************************** 
Rv.?lation: 
fJHnE" r : 
Tu.plr.0 v-;iclth~ 
f:ic.:\V(,~d 1 .. tnt J.. J. :: 
pn l ><Y 
p -::1 ~:;c:· 0 f~ 
:I. t3 
Number of tuples: 
Wed Oct 8 02:19:33 1986 
'3 
Storage structure: p.'::i.<.;_18d hfi.,i:.1p 
ur;er rF.::l,"1·l; :i.on REi 1 at i un t: y~m :: 
att ri bul:;f:0 n-:,:\ff1<·:0 typE0 l1c?nc.tJth lieyno. 










pol><y rl':!1-':lt :ion 
I po 1 n1 .. tff1 1 a. r'c\::;eq I ><y~;eq I>< I y I 
I ..................... -- ····· ................................. ··-· ... ·- ......•...• ·-· ............ - ·-· ···- ..... -·· •........ ···- -- ··- ·-· ·-· ··- ·- ·-· ··- -- .... ····· ... -·- ··- - ............................ I 
I :I. I :I. I :l I l O .. 000 I J. 0 .. 000 I 
:I.I .I.I 21 20 .. 0001 :20 .. 0001 
:I. I 2 I :I. I 20. 000 I 20. 000 I 
:LI 21 21 20.0001 30.0001 
:I. I ::i I -<:!; I 20 .. 000 I :::~o .. 000 I 
1. I '.'.'5 I .... 2 I :l 1.5. 000 I 20 .. 000 I 
:I.I ~:;1 ····11 10.0001 :l.::':, .. 0001 
1 I ti. ! :l I l O. 000 I :I. 5. 000 I 
I :I.I t.1.I 21 :l0 .. 0001 t0 .. 0001 
I ··- ···· ··· ···· ···· ··- ··· ···· ····· ··· ···· ··- ···· -·· ···· ···· .. · ··· ··- ··· ·- ····· ···· ·-· ····· .... ···· .... ···· ···· .... · ··· -· -··· ··- ···· ···- ···· ···· --- -··· •·· -- ···· ·- ···· -·· ···- ···· ···- -· -· ··- ·- ··· ·- I 
**************************************************************** 
I* The macro to generate the polxy relation *I 
l'<i.\ 1·1g!:.·) of 








if* p C) J. >(y 
:i. 1'.:1 po l.:'::\ re 
i. f.!.\ i:'I r·c><y' 
append palxy(palnum = p~. polnum, arcseq=pa.arcseq, 
xyseq = (pa.arcnum I ax.arcnum) * a><.xyseq, 
>< ~ e><,x, y = ax .. y> 
where abs(pa.arcnum) = ax.arcnum 
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/ ·K _j~ ht'?. (' (1 J. 1 CH·J i l"H.:J i .,,,; N2i:1 u :i. r0.id to '"' o rt th(~ t up l ~~·",; s; u t l·v':\t 
x J; J·,ri en r· r'<::,c·t ;::;r,.iq 1.t(·'.7-'rK'.E:: of po :i. nt ;;:; :i. rn o bt ,,,d nee! 
·}~· / 
Modify palxy tu heapsart an polnuM, 0rcseq, xyseq 
APPENDIX C 
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·it i ·1 ·ic :1. ud (-:.' 11 hf i 1 E!·:3 / r'q :i. i::;d E'C' l r"." q. h 11 
,ff.:!:I· ·int c:ri:,.-1 f.1 l"·l:,<., ,·ly, r'f>,, rfy, 1Y1n><, 1Y1ny.1 >O<, yy., ft:ype., f:ic:I, c::t.d; 
Hi.11clucl(~ 11 1·,fi 1(·,2·::s/gE2tclc,,t:,,:1.,. q .. h'' 
:tt:i. ·nr.1 u<Jr:i 11 hfi lt,~r:;/qu1:~r:i.t~f,,, q .. h 1' 
1Y1E\ i l'l ( ) 
{ 
:!:f:)j: l' c\ r1(~ ('J of c:: l is Cl::?]. :i. ocn 
tf:!:i: 1'c:1ngic:1 (.) f t::f :i. f5 Ct'01 1 f('?c\'C 
'1:1::lt l''i:'.\ \•'JfJf,' of pt :i. <:i pn.i.nt 
H:!-1: r' c:1 n q f,,! of' er P ii,:; dfnp,-·,t 
c: ·::: ., ' ~ (J \',;:\,pi HH'\ ·- ()• .. ' 
~\Jh:i.1.,:;i (c !=::: ':H'' 
{ 
print f' ( 11 \ n 
p r !. n t f ( " \ t'l 
pl'' :l nt f ( 11 \ n 
p \' i rrt f ( 11 \ n 
pr· :i. nt: f ( 11 \ n 
p r i n t f ( " \ 1··1 
if (gr·2.\phon) 
FH:L.ATHJNnl_ f.iFDGFrnPHIC II\IFUF~MtHION E\YElT[M ( r=mIS) \n 11 ) 
. , ........... --,., ............... · ..... , ... ,-,,- ... ,,_, .................. ,. •. ,.,-,,- .......... - ....... - .. -- .. --····•···-- .. -·-•"""'"'""'-·-·--"""'""• \ )'1 II) 
Mn I 1\1 MEI\IU\ n 11 ) :; 
'"" ::, :c, :::o '"-""' ,::a :;.: ::a \ )-j l1 ) ; 
1) nfc?.•tr:i.r":':Yt::·! f<?.?f:\tU\''(i?5 inf.\ pcll''ticuJ.,::\\' CC:)lJ.\n'') 
::::) f-xE:1tr':i.evm .,,:'l p6:\l't:i.c1.1.l&.11· fE:·i,,:1tur'e\n'') 
p , ... :i. n t f ( '' \ n 
E? 1 SE~ 
::::.:> Turn c;J\',:':\ph:i.c d:i.s,pJ.;,,1.y off'\n''); 
P \'' :i. )'1-i:; f ( II\ \"l 
p r i. n t f ( 11 \ 1··1 
~";.:) Turn 1;J1',,:1ph:i.c d:i.!,;;pJ.i:,\Y on\n 11 ) 
1ci: > E >< :i. t; f r' (J 1Y1 R (:3 I 13 \ n 11 ) :.: 
pr :i. nt f ( 11 \ n P J. r..;=;ac.;;E;·i (;,,nt er cho i er,:-) :: '') 
f::> c~a ti f. ( 11 ~..{,c: 11 'J R·c~) 
Qf0°bChF., I' () ; 
~;witch (c:) { 
Cr.':\!'38 '2'' 
qUE;)l'Y :I. () 
b r1'::i,,:1!-·; ~ 
p r' :i. n t f ( 11 \ n \ i-·1 11 ) 
f.l\"' :i. nt f ( II 
rJ l' i. 1·1t f < " 
fH' :i. i-1t f ( 11 \ n 11 ) ; 
Typco! of fe,,,\ture 1Y1enu\n 11 ) :; 
::::: :::::::: :::, :::""':::.::"" ::::: ,::: :;:.: ::::: :::::::, :::::"""'::a :::::-a:\ l'1 11 ) 
p l'' :i n t f ( 11 < l > P o l y <;J o n \ n \ n 11 ) ; 
pr :i. nt f ( 11 ( 2> I.... :i. 1··11!.0 1:5eq1Y1f:H'l'l; \ n \ n 11 ) 
pr':i.ntf('' < ;:!;) Point\n\1··1 11 ); 
pri1··1tf( 11 f3el0~ct typc-:-,i of f1:0atur(e ''); 
~:;c,:1nf( 1'·;;.;c1:1.;c::•1, ltftyp1,,?, &c) :; 
p l' :i. 1··\i.; f ( " \ n E \Tl; <:~ l'' f'f,,, ."'.\ t u r c;? :i. cl en -I; i f i e r 11 ) 
s:;ct,rnf ( 11 'Y.,c:lioc 11 , 3·f:i.d, &c); 
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1 ·z ·, · .... , 
CE:\ ,,,. E? 7 :fl· 7 




tit l fr:!d .... 0; 
'.'.lVJ :i. l; Ch ( fl;':/ i:J('?) 
,. 
"\. 
1"(,:,t r :i. c,,,-...,. r:,i f 0,'<':\t ( f id., ft y pe ., t: :i. t l F,•d) 
b rr~f.\k; 
1""'E!t l" :i. Ci?Vf.:!fE),,~·l; ( f j_ d 7 ft ypt"'·, t :i. t J. E)d) 
breiD.k :; 




pr :i. nt f ( 
11 \nEl~l~on: r.:c1 :i.s ,::tn incorr'ect f'r::-ic,1-l:.:ur',2 typc:'!\n 11 , 
ft ype) 
pr' :i. nt: f ( 11 P r·c-:ess:. < < N:0d:; urn> > to cont i nu0,, 11 ) 
'J <:~t Chi:\ 1" ( ) 
r:i l'E:H~ f.; ; 
graphon - !graphon; 




p r :i. n t f ( 11 [ n t e r· c f.0 l J. i c:I : 11 ) 
f,,Canf( 11 ~!..d 11 ., &ci.c:I); 
c '"' q et c h ,,:1. r· ( ) ; 
fH':i.ntf("Retrir:::~v:i.n~J ft·?c,d;ur'E)~,, i.n cEdl ~-{,d\n", c:i.c:I); 
prini;f( 1'\nF0~i::1tur'!::) ID l Fc?.t:o.t typ1:::)\n-·-···-··-···-·······-······-······· .. -···-··-···············--·······-··--\n' 1 ); 
1f*f, retr:i.ff,/0? (fid ,,,. cf. f't,!f.d.:i.d, ftype ,~, cf.. fr:~r.,ttype) 
HH hii··lE''i"'E'! cf. C(2l l fd ··· cic:I 
:ri::1¥ { 
pr' :i. nt f ( 11 1, t Oc:I I " f :i. c:I) :; 
if ( ftypE? :c:::::: :I.) 
pr' int f ( 11 Po 1 yq on\ n 11 ) 
else if Cftype == 2) 
printf("l...i.ne i,,;E1<,:;J\n 11 ); 
else if (ftype == 3) 
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pl' int 1' ( 11 Poi 1-Yt \ n 11 ) ; 
~:J:H - ) 
pr· :f. nt f ( 11 \nPr1:?~;E; ( < 1··<::?t u r1· .. 1> > to co·r',t i nu0,i 11 ) 
s;c.:;:\n f ( "·:1..c 11 ., &·c) ;; 
} 
tet ri.eV('!fE'<=:\t ( fie:!, ftypE,1 , tit lt:0c:I, t)\l~nfid) 
i.nt fic:I, ftypr.;;,., t :i.tl<·:-?d., 01,,.,1y1fid; 
ch,,,\ r· c; 
{ 
ffl; r· uct 0::· l E-:!1'(1 ·K p ~ 
:i. nt t <::;,np f id; 
f:i\l~:i.l:ch(f'l;ypE,!) { 
c,,~.·::;,:::., :I. 
"\ nl_ :i. nE1 ~,;ei;;.1 
:i. f ( f :i. c:I < () I I ( f i. cl ) 1Y1 t:t >< p n 1 ..... :I. ) ) { 
pr:i.ntf( 11 \nThf,? pol.yoon j.c::lentif:i.('2\'' ·Y.,d :1.1;; not 1.ti,sE?cl\11 11 ,. f:i.d) 
l"rd;1.,t r··n; 
} 
p ::::: pDJ. [fid]; 
:i. f ( p :::,,::, ~,IUL.L) { 
pr:i.ntf("\nPolyr0Jon •;,~c:I dor·,!f::i is 1··1ot: d€,·!f:i1··1Eid\n
11
., fic:I) 
)'' ~;,) t IJ l' \•1 ; 
} 
t :i. t l E:1cl :::: 0 ; 
while (p != NULL) { 
tempfid = p-)cpnt; 
l"etrievefeat (tempfid, 
·I,: it 1 E?d ::,;: 1. ; 
p :;::: p···) l"iE.'>Cb; 
} 
.-. 
.,::. 1 title:·c:I, f j c:I) ; 
:i.f (ficl < (J 11 (fid > ff1,,,1xlrmeg _ .. U) { 
p 't' int f ( 
"\ 1·"1 T hE' J :i. nr~ ::;;F.:.'q 1Y1ent :i. d E·,'l·1t i. f :i. r:.,· r •}(,d i r;; not u ::;q;~d \ n" ., f' i c:I ) 
rE?t1..trn;, 
} 
p ,,,,, l n~,; i:: f i cl :I ; 
if (p == NULL) { 
} 
pr-intf(''\nThF: J.inE0 s,;E~q1Y1ent ·y.·,d :i.s.; not df!.1'fi1·1ed\n''.,f:i.c:I) 
l't::)1~ IJ l't1 :; 
if ( ! 'l; i 'l; l E-:~c:I) { 
pl' i \·)t f ( 
P:i.c:I I Crid 
pr:i.nt F ( 
''\n=======~=============~===============================================~ 
p 1° :i. nt f ( "\ n") 
} 
t :i. t 1 Ci,)c:I "" :I. :; 
while <p !~ NULL) { 
tempfid = p-)cpnt; 
p r' i. rrl~ f ( 11 < if, 7 d > I 11 ., f i d ) 
retrievefeat (tempfid, 3, 
p :::.: p····) 1··1(,? )~ t ; 
} 




\ n P i cl C i' i d I r E:1 f >< r E) f y ,, r;) 1 >< r r;,,~ 1 y I E:\ b £:i >< I ,::\ b !,:; y i \ n 11 ) 
pr i. nt f ( 











T u p l E-:1 \l,J :i. cl t i ·1 ~ 
Savi~d unt :1 l. :: 
} 
r' 0~ t r :i. FJ v (·,,' ( c r ,:,,.) f ,,::, cl p, c e l l l' (,:,• f, r f >: :::,, c.l p. r' Elf >< , 
r f >< :::: d p .. r f!:) f >< , r ]. >< ::::: d p .. 1' ~~ 1 :< , r f y -- d p • ,, 1:2 l y ) 
where dp. pid - fid 
pr :i. 'r'1t f ( 
11 ·1;,t.1.cl I ;,',t.rd i~,E,d I il.E.c! ! ,Y.,1.'.i.d 
f i c:1 , c ,, f:' f ., r f >< , r' f y ., r 1 >< , i' l :,' ., 
i::,~1.c:1 ! 1,/Sc:! I ·Y.:~5d I \ r1 II 7 
rf>< + rl.><, rfy + r'ly) 
pr'ir1tf( 11 \nE:F~f~DF~~ r.:c:1 is an unretr'il,!\latlle fer.',\tur'Ei' typ,::;1\n 1', 
f-l;yp(e); 
Cf?].]. C)Crl 
p.,:,. ~oC (J (:?. 
::~:o 
Number of tuples: 
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,:i. 
Storage structure= 
F<E;i l 1at ion type::~~ 
i!,\ t t r' i but t,i n.i!,\1Y1l':? 
CS,!]. J. id 
IYI :i rl >< 
IYl:i.·,·,y 
rY,a x >< 
F~e 1 i,,\t ion:: 
CJ~\1i-1e r' : 
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'.::L~vc-?cl unt i l :: 
Number of tuples: 
Stofage structure= 
RE,l,"t :i.on typer. 
CF!ll:i.cl 
f' C'::•,,st :i. d 
fE:'i').'C YPf-? 
F<('o! l 1:,\t i. on:: 
o~,Jne r' ~ 
Tupl(-2 v.iidtfi :: 
Sc,\vecl until i 
Number of tuplas= 
Stor~ge structure: 
F1f."l,,:1t ion typc::;,n 
ft::li::'\t :i. d 
ccc:!l 1 r·r::if 
x 
y 
F~c0]. .,::1t ion i 
Dwnerr. 
Tupl['> v,1idthr. 
Sc,\Ved until : 
l~r:~lat:lon typ!;:-!:: 
i,:1t t r :i but f.? ni:\1Y1E' 
pid 
c1," 11 ref 
l''(·'.-? f >< 
l'Elfy 
)"(,? 1 >< 
re,:• .l. y 
Fr' .i. nuc;,i 22 0:1. :: t.V1. :: OB J. ':Jl36 
1.,.0 
pE\(JE!d ht0)ap 
u1;;e r r'ff· l i:,\t :i. on 





p i:1 r,; c:· n e 
:L2 
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:1.7 
paqc:!c:I hE·!i'i1p 
u. f,i (·:-? r l' E~ l t;1. ·t; i on 
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